New Linen Wallcovering Designs
from Aux Abris
Founded by graphic designer and decorator Karen Robert and exclusive to George Spencer in the UK, this New
York boutique design studio specialises in fine wallcoverings, printed on grasscloth, raw silk, canvas, woven
Japanese paper and other distinctive textures.
Launching autumn 2020, the Linen Collection features ten diverse patterns and murals printed on linen to
create walls with a crisp, tactile and refined texture. Taking inspiration from a wide variety of sources, designs
range from a small-scale herringbone weave to large scale panels featuring magnolia blooms and are available
in a choice of colourways from soft and subtle to bright and bold.

Azra: inspired by a Turkish rug, this
design is realised in lively colour
combinations, with a characteristic
faded effect.

Blocked: a distinctive small-scale
design featuring the subtle
imperfections and irregularities
characteristic of a hand block print.

Four colourways

Six colourways

Diamonds in the Rough: a
diamond-eye twill weave. Bold
colours are incorporated into four
layers, creating an overall effect
that is soft and subdued.

Glen Plaid: a classic, masculine
plaid that exudes a crisp, sporty
elegance.
Four colourways

Six colourways

Kadri: designed to resemble an Ikat
tribal weave.
Five colourways

Magnolia: a classic yet modern
design featuring branches of
burgeoning Magnolia buds. A large
scale print that comes as a two
panel repeat mural.
One colourway

Oscillate: an intricate, bold, zig-zag
weave in a bright colour palette.

Scallops: a soft, overlapping floral
design creating a fresh and playful
effect.

Seven colourways
Three colourways

Sprig: a pretty, delicate floral,
reminiscent of the first days of
spring.

Twill: an understated herringbone
weave. Each colourway features
three colours to add richness and
depth.

Four colourways
Six colourways
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